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HIT GETS NEW BOARD
The President of the Republic of Zimbabwe Cde R.G Mugabe who is the Chancellor of HIT
has appointed the following people into the HIT Board;
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HIT HOLDS NESAC 2017 PRELIMINARIES
CHRISTINE JUTA SCOOPS FIRST PRIZE
corresponding PIC18F452 microcontroller pin
goes low. This would mean the motorist has
either failed to manoeuvre in alley docking, failed
to complete the hill start, failed to successfully
complete parallel parking or failed to correctly
observe the trafﬁc light. Any of which implies the
motorist has failed the driving test. Should each
stage be completed successfully, the motorist is
permitted to proceed to the next stage. These
results will be transmitted serially, via USB to
TTL cable. A C# application, developed using
Visual Studio, provides the Graphic User
Interface, which enables the VID ofﬁcial to
observe the progress of the test in real time. The
electronic circuits were designed with the
computer aided design tools Proteus 8.5 and
Kicad. The microcontroller software was written
in C language using MikroC PIC development
software.

Christine Juta

Christine Juta (middle),winner of the ﬁrst prize in the HIT 2017 Pre-NESAC oral
presentations ﬂanked by Prof. L. Tichagwa and Eng Naik.
Christine Juta, a ﬁnal year Electronic Engineering
Christine Juta’s project is entitled –
student won the ﬁrst prize in the HIT 2017 Pre"Development of a test rig for automated driving
National Engineering Students Awards
test track". In this test rig for automated driving
Competitions (NESAC) oral presentations while
test, LASER diodes produce unidirectional
Kudakwashe Pasurayi from the Industrial and
beams that will be superimposed on the road
Manufacturing Engineering department also
markings on a dedicated test track. The main
came ﬁrst in the poster presentations.
objective is to minimize the role of the human
instructor in determining the result of a driving
Tariro Musarurwa and Tonderai Kadengwa
test. Each LASER diode corresponds to a light
were the ﬁrst runners-up in the oral and poster
dependent resistor (LDR). Once the motorist
presentations respectively.
obstructs the LASER beam, the light dependent
resistor (LDR) detects no light and the
The HIT 2017 Pre-National Engineering
Students Awards Competitions (NESAC) was
held on 14 June. The competition draws together
twelve best ﬁnal year engineering students’
projects presented by students from the four
engineering departments in the School of
Engineering and Technology.

"I am passionate about women leadership and
women in engineering especially in the ﬁeld of
electronic engineering. We are only six ladies in a
class of 40 students, so I took it as a challenge to
come up with this project and make a mark as an
aspiring female engineer. I am sure this will
motivate other female students in my department
and at HIT," said Juta.
Kudakwashe Pasurayi’s poster presentation was
entitled "Design optimization of wet spent grain
drying system
"I am overwhelmed by this achievement and I am
going to continue working on developing the
system to improve its accuracy. I will also work to
seek venture capital for the commercialisation of
my project design", he said
To page 3.......

The ﬁrst prizewinners and runners up in the two
categories earn a place to compete in the National
Engineering Students Awards Competitions
(NESAC) scheduled forAugust at the University
of Zimbabwe. The competitions are organized
and sponsored by the Zimbabwe Institution of
Engineers (ZIE) and the Engineering Council of
Zimbabwe (ECZ).
All the projects presented by the students are
aimed at proffering practical engineering to
industry needs and ultimately towards national
development.
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PREPS FOR TECHNOVATION EXPO IN FULL SWING
The Harare Institute of Technology will host the
third edition of the Technovation Expo from 27 to
28 July 2017 at the HIT campus in Belvedere,
from 9am to 4pm.
This year's edition is running under the theme
"Designing the Future."
HIT Vice Chancellor Engineer Quinton
Kanhukamwe said the Technovation Expo is
meant to expose future scientists and
technologists to the various dimensions that
science and engineering can take. "This exposure
will help them to make a ﬁrm commitment to
take up engineering and technology as careers,"
he said.
The two day event will feature public lectures,
workshops and seminars, as well as research and
development exhibitions from HIT and
interested stakeholders. This year's Expo is a
development from the last two editions of the
Technovation Day which constituted one day of
public exhibitions.
In describing the new development,
Communications and International Relations
Director at HIT, Mr Tinashe Mutema attributed
this development to the need for a much closer
interface between HIT and the broad spectrum of
its stakeholders.

“In line with the new drive for Universities to play
a meaningful role in the technological
development of our country, we thought it
prudent to create time to interact with our
stakeholders from industry and commerce, and
chart a way forward as to the joint responsibility
we have in promoting development. Industry
challenges and needs should drive our teaching
and research agenda, so that we remain relevant
and useful to our drive towards industrialisation
and modernisation,” he said.
The public lectures will be centred on current
discourses in the technological landscape in
Zimbabwe and the region and will provide
insights into current practice and research.
The Technovation Expo showcases HIT's
research and development outputs including
intellectual property such as patents, industrial
designs and utility models from HIT and a
platform for companies/organisations within the
Science, Engineering and Technology sector to:
Ÿ Promote Science, Engineering and
Technology as vehicles for national
development and wealth creation
Ÿ Showcase research and development outputs
Ÿ Create an opportunity for networking and
building partnerships
Ÿ Further advance and demonstrate STEM
Ÿ Raise technological awareness among high

school pupils, industry and commerce
Ÿ Provide a platform for identifying research
problems and proffering solutions
Ÿ Provide information on careers of the future
This is a platform for academics, students, pupils,
industry and commerce to interact, share ideas
and motivate each other to proffer solutions to the
various technological challenges; while creating
an environment for rapid industrialisation and
modernisation.
It also provides companies/organisations in the
science, engineering and technology sector with
an opportunity to promote innovation and
technoprenuership amongst Zimbabweans as a
tool for economic revival and rapid
industrialisation; while advancing the STEM
initiative by showcasing Careers of the Future.
HIT successfully hosted the inaugural
Technovation Day on Friday 19 June 2015, and
the second edition on Friday 22 July 2016 in
partnership with StarFM radio Station at the
Institute campus, with over 3000 high school
students from different parts of the country
turning up for the event, and over 20
organizations from industry and commerce also
attending to witness the technological
innovations and projects exhibited by the
Institute's Schools and departments.

CHRISTINE JUTA SCOOPS FIRST PRIZE IN HIT 2017 PRE- NESAC FINALS
...........Continues

All the contestants who participated in the
preliminary-ﬁnals were from the School of
Engineering and Technology.

Development Centre, (SIRDC) as well as the
Zimbabwe Manpower Development Fund
(ZIMDEF) adjudicated the competitions.

Tariro Musarurwa from the Chemical and
Process Systems Engineering department came
second in the oral presentations with her project
on the "Design of a plant to recover gold from
tailings with a throughput of 2160 tpd using
activated carbon-magnesium oxide (c-mgo)
nanocomposite as adsorbent", while Tonderai
Kadengwa from the same department also came
second in the chart presentations with his project
entitled "Design of 120 m3/hr water treatment
plant using bone char bio-adsorption technology
for water de-ﬂuoridation".

In her opening remarks, Acting Dean in the
School of Engineering and Technology Prof L.
Tichagwa paid special tribute to the organisers of
this event, the Zimbabwe Institution of
Engineers (ZIE) and the Engineering Council of
Zimbabwe (ECZ) for sponsoring these
competitions.

The other contestants in the oral presentations
were Evidence Mandizvidza, Irene Gwenje,
Tamuka Muchena, and Dale Farai Gwenzi. John
Chitsaka, Innocent Mafusire, and Praise
Sinamawiri were the other contestants in the chart
presentations.
A panel of judges comprising engineers from the
Zimbabwe Institution of Engineers (ZIE),
Engineering Council of Zimbabwe (ECZ)
Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries (CZI),
Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research and

In a speech read on his behalf, Guest of Honour
Engineer Ben Rafemoyo, the Chief Executive
Ofﬁcer of the Engineering Council of
Zimbabwe (ECZ) challenged engineering
students to play a role in the industrialisation and
modernisation of Zimbabwe. "As young
engineers, the great question which should
occupy our minds should be: what role can I play
in the transformation of my country to aid
industrialisation and modernisation? How can I
provide engineering solutions that will address
issues of beneﬁciation and value addition? It is
my sincere hope that it is these valid and
important questions which have guided your
work over the past few years and which I hope
will form the basis of your future endeavours",
he said.
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Eng. Rafemoyo also called on engineering
students to pay attention to issues of climate
change, the development of smart cities, the
strengthening of the small to medium enterprise
sector, and the ever increasing need for gender
mainstreaming as well as the inclusion of the
youth, who form over 70 percent of Africa’s
population.
NESAC is a brainchild of the Zimbabwe
Institution of Engineers, aimed at promoting
innovation, research and development among
tertiary education engineering institutions; with a
vision of connecting them to industry. The
purpose of the competition is to recognise and
promote innovation and practical engineering
solutions through undergraduate engineering
students’ projects. This platform brings together
the intellect from various engineering disciplines
in an effort to showcase innovation that is key to
Zimbabwe’s industrial development and
advancement of technology.
Harare Institute of Technology has won the
NESAC Finals in two consecutive years, (2014
and 2015).
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UNIVERSITIES ARE ENGINES OF ECONOMIC GROWTH
Dr Silviu Gabriel -Barbu who highlighted
that this visit was part of the efforts in reviving
relations between Zimbabwe and Romania
through academic cooperation. He said the
visit by Transilvania University was a
historical step; the ﬁrst one in twenty years.
“I am very happy that we started with
academic cooperation between the Harare
Institute of Technology and the Transilvania
University, and conﬁdent that we will be able
to exchange technological knowledge
between our Romanian and Zimbabwean
professors as well as students. HIT is very
important in the future development of
Zimbabwe, because as a technical university
it teaches technical knowledge skills to
young people and this steers national
economic and industrial development,” he
said.

The Rector of Transilvania University of Brasov Prof. Dr. Eng. Ioan Vasile Abrudan
presenting a Public Lecture at HIT.
The Rector of Transilvania University of
Brasov, Prof. Dr. Eng. Ioan Vasile Abrudan
has emphasised the important role that
technical universities play in the development
of any country.
Speaking at a public lecture entitled “The
technical education at Transilvania
University and its contribution to the socioeconomic development of Brasov region in
Romania,” Prof. Abrudan said HIT should
play an important role in Zimbabwe's
development; considering its specialisation in
science, engineering and technology.
The public lecture was held at the University
campus.
“Universities are now increasingly tasked not
only to cultivate an entrepreneurial workforce
that can adapt to the demands of a complex
and competitive economy, but to also directly

drive economic growth through technology
transfer and the production of intellectual
capital that can be licensed, patented or spunoff into companies,” he said.
“Technical universities should establish
strong links and relationships with industries
because they prepare and train future
employees. Universities need to know the
industry's needs and industry also need to
know from universities -the trends, new
developments in science, engineering and
technology. On the other hand, I do believe
there are also opportunities for our technical
universities to get student practical
placements at these companies. These
companies can also support the development
of curricula and syllabi in different
engineering programmes; as the universities
also need to consider the needs of these
companies,” said Prof. Dr. Eng. Abrudan.
The visit was facilitated by the Minister
Plenipotentiary for Romania to Zimbabwe,
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“After learning that the Government of
Zimbabwe is in need of increasing the level of
technical skills in the public and private
sector; we decided to come in and assist since
we have a good friendship with the people of
Zimbabwe. We intend to increase our level of
economic, industrial and academic
cooperation because a good academic
cooperation creates the fastest and friendly
environment as the smartest brains work
together for a better world,” said Dr Barbu
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HIT ENTERS INTO AGREEMENT WITH TRANSILVANIA UNIVERSITY
OF BRASOV, ROMANIA
The Memorandum of Understanding will run
for an initial ﬁve-year period.
The agreement is focused on improving and
promoting the scientiﬁc and educational
levels of the two institutions, as well as
promoting and intensifying the friendship and
mutual understanding between the people in
general and the two institutions in particular.
Cooperation will be based on the furtherance
of the social, economic and cultural
development of Zimbabwe and Romania, and
will include exchange in the ﬁeld of research
and education; professors and researchers;
students; and publications.

Vice Chancellor Eng. Q.C Kanhukamwe and the Rector of Transilvania University, Prof. Dr.
Eng. Ioan Vasile Abrudan
The Harare Institute of Technology has
entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding for education and scientiﬁc

co-operation with Transilvania University of
Brasov, Romania effective from 7 June 2017.

The agreement was signed by the Rector of
Transilvania University, Prof. Dr. Eng. Ioan
Vasile Abrudan and HIT Vice Chancellor Eng.
Q.C Kanhukamwe in Harare during Prof.
Abrudan's visit to Zimbabwe.

END OF THE 2016/17 ACADEMIC YEAR FINAL EXAMS

Students sitting for their end of year exams in June using the recently acquired furniture.
5
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Shenzhen city; the hub of technology
development and innovation. The Huawei
campus includes the organizations' head ofﬁce,
university, training centre, hotel and other
facilities.
“Here, we got exposed to Huawei's cutting edge
technology for all its business units. We also had
an intensive 5 days of learning various topics
ranging from Internet of Things, 5G, Cloud
Computing, 4G Base Station Conﬁguration
among others. Everyone had to conﬁgure his or
her own 4G base station and then test it. It was a
very good experience as the knowledge passed
to us is key to current technologies and will help
us in coming up with great innovations”, said
Rodney Majakwara.
Another intern in the Seeds for the Future
programme, Herzel Muenga was grateful for
the learning opportunity; highlighting the
positive aspects of Chinese culture.
“I took in as much as l could from the people I
met. The Chinese are so punctual, dedicated,
friendly, warm and hardworking people. I feel
motivated, challenged, driven, inspired and l
believe I am now more focused. I have also
made long life friends from Norway, China and
Namibia”, she said.

Herzel Muenga, Rodney Majakwara, John Chakauya and a friend posing for a picture in
Beijing, China.
Three HIT students in the School of
Information Science and Technology recently
visited the Huawei Technologies Headquarters
in Beijing, China for a two week internship
placement under the Zimbabwe “Seeds for the
Future” 2017 programme from 12 -23 June
2017.
Rodney Majakwara, a Software Engineering
student, Herzel Muenga of Computer Science
and John Chakauya studying Information
Security were selected for the two week
internship placement at the Huawei
Technologies Headquarters in Beijing, China to
experience ﬁrst-hand learning opportunities
through interactions with Huawei experts and
visits to Huawei laboratories.
The students were also afforded opportunities
for hands-on practice, witnessing live
demonstrations of the latest ICT technologies,
and attending workshops where they met
Huawei senior executives and experts. They
also had work placements in Huawei's different
business departments to gain exposure to the
company's global business operations and
cross-cultural management practices.

Reﬂecting on this educational visit to Beijing,
John Chakauya said the “Seeds for the Future”
programme was an exciting and highly
educational course which included not only the
unforgettable visits to some of the most popular
historical sites in China and lessons on Chinese
language and culture; but more importantly
comprehensive lessons and hands-on training
in the latest information and telecommunication
technologies; including tours of Huawei's
cutting-edge ICT solutions centres.
“The Huawei “Seeds for the Future”
programme is undoubtedly of great beneﬁt to
the development of ICT talent in Zimbabwe, as
it is greatly contributing to the growth and
development of our ICT industry. This
programme has signiﬁcantly boosted my ICT
skills and widened my ideas of innovative ICT
solutions, within just two weeks. Huawei
should continue to partner with Zimbabwean
universities, particularly the Harare Institute of
Technology, to train more ICT students through
the Zimbabwe “Seeds for the Future”
programme,’’ said Chakauya.

“Seeds for the Future" is a Huawei global
ﬂagship programme seeking to develop local
Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) talent, enhance knowledge transfers and
improve people's understanding of and interest
in the ICT industry. The Programme offers ﬁrsthand learning opportunities through
interactions with Huawei experts and visits to
Huawei laboratories. Programme participants
also gain hands-on practice, witness live
demonstrations of the latest ICT technologies,
and attend workshops where they can meet
Huawei senior executives and experts. They
will also have work placements in Huawei's
different business departments to gain exposure
to the company's global business operations and
cross-cultural management practices.
Two HIT graduates, Walter Mutembwa and
Justin Manyerere from the Computer Science
Department participated in the 2016 Huawei
Technologies "Zimbabwe Seeds for the Future
Programme.”
To date, Huawei's Seeds for the Future
Programme has been implemented in more
than 60 countries across ﬁve continents;
beneﬁting over 15 000 students from more than
150 universities.

The students also visited the Huawei Campus in
6
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TECHNOLOGY CENTRE COMMISSIONS SOLAR DRIERS IN
MANICALAND

Technology Centre staff commissioning Solar Driers and conducting food preservation skills at Hauna in Honde Valley, Manicaland.
In an effort to meet community needs through
technology and skills transfer, the Technology
Centre (TC) through its Research & Production unit
and the Technical Training unit has commissioned
four Collapsible Vegetable and Fruit Solar Driers in
Gutu, Murehwa, Nyanga, Mutasa and Nyanyadzi
districts.
The Collapsible Vegetable and Fruit Solar Driers are
meant for drying and preserving fruits and
vegetables.
The United Nations Educational, and Scientiﬁc and
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) and the
International Labour Organization (ILO) funded the
procurement; while the Ministry of Youth
Development & Employment Creation and
Ministry of Women Affairs, Gender and
Community Development mobilized the
beneﬁciaries.
The Manicaland Provincial Head in the Ministry of
Youth Development & Employment Creation and
Ministry of Women Affairs, Gender and
Community Development, Mrs Mupanduki and
other government and community development
ofﬁcials, attended the commissioning in Mutasa at
Hauna in Honde Valley and in Chimanimani at
Nyanyadzi. She encouraged youths and women to
grab the opportunity with speed and contribute to
both district and national economic development
through adding value to their horticultural and fruit
produce.

The distribution of the Solar Driers involved
installation and commissioning. A team of three
experts from the Technology Centre was involved in
the installation and commissioning.The Solar Driers
wereinstalledinthepresenceofthebeneﬁciarieswho
received training on maintenance and operation of
the equipment. Demonstrations of cutting, peeling,
blanching and handling of foodstuff for hygienic
solar drying were also conducted with the
involvement of personnel from the Food Processing
TechnologyDepartment.
The Collapsible Vegetable and Fruit Solar Driers are
manufactured, commissioned and distributed by the
Technology Centre and are part of a larger, concerted
effort to enhance commercialisation; - a key mandate
of the Harare Institute of Technology. Through an
inter and multi-disciplinary approach, staff and
students from various academic departments were
pulled together in the manufacture of the solar driers
with expertise from the Industrial & Manufacturing
Engineering, Electronic Engineering and Food
Processing Technology departments are at the centre
stageofproduction.
The Technology Centre started manufacturing the
self-regulating Natural Convection Solar Driers in
2010. The design has improved over the years. Early

this year the TC developed the same product into a
collapsibleunitaimingatimprovingeaseofhandling
and portability during transportation. Side panels,
basesandrooftopsforthecabinetarenowassembled
or disassembled on-site. The overall weight and
ﬁnishoftheSolarDrierwasalsoimproved.
The Technology Centre's Forced Natural
Convection (FNC) Solar Driers are cabinets where
foodstuff is placed inside by spreading it on layered
trays. The average temperature inside the cabinet
when the door is closed is raised by means of a Solar
Collector (SC) to reduce water content in the
foodstuff through heat exchange and dehydration.
Chimneys are also installed at the top of the cabinet to
control and extract relative humidity, thereby
acceleratingdryingtime.
The advantages of using an engineered solar drier as
compared to a traditional one are that it is hygienic,
has improved storage conditions, reduces post
–harvestproductwasteandimprovesqualityofdried
products,amongothers.
Lastyear,theTechnologyCentrealsocommissioned
Solar Driers at Loti and Rukovo business centres in
Mutokodistrict.

Speaking after the commissioning, a jovial
beneﬁciary of the project, Julia Chidzere said the
solar driers would help them to preserve and add
value to their horticultural projects. Solar Driers will
also economically improve our livelihoods as we
will be able to sell our products to big retail shops and
supermarkets”,she said.
7
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“UNIVERSITIES MUST LEAD INDUSTRIALISATION
AGENDA”: MINISTER
must coordinate this strategy and not
concentrate on funding low-end skills,” he
said.

Deputy Minister of Higher and Tertiary Education, Science and Technology Development,
Hon. Dr G. Gandawa addressing delegates at the ZIMDEF-STEM luncheon.
Hosted under the theme, “The Role of STEM
Deputy Minister of Higher and Tertiary
and Universities in Industrialisation and
Education, Science and Technology
Modernisation,” the event was attended by
Development, Hon. Dr Godfrey Gandawa has
three local universities: University of
urged universities to lead the modernisation
Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe Open University and
and industrialisation agenda pronounced by the
the Harare Institute of Technology; as well as
Ministry, in partnership with industry.
stakeholders from industry and commerce.
Speaking at a luncheon hosted by the Zimbabwe
In his Opening Remarks, Dr Gandawa
Manpower Development Fund, (ZIMDEF), on
highlighted the important role between universities
Wednesday 7 June 2017 at the Rainbow Towers
and industry; adding that Universities had the
Hotel, Dr Gandawa challenged Universities to
responsibility of producing high quality
come up with robust curriculum which will aid
graduands useful to industry. He also added that
the country in gaining technological status and in
industrialisation hinged on automation and
industrialising and modernising.
robotics, and that there was an urgent need to
ensure congruency between industry needs and
Pro Vice Chancellor of the Harare Institute of
the training offered by Universities. He also
Technology, Dr Maxwell Chanakira chaired
underpinned the central role of ZIMDEF.
the interactive session in which representatives
“ZIMDEF must know the quality and quantum
of industry and commerce and universities
of training needs and STEM skills that
shared concerns on their corresponding role
Zimbabwe needs, and accordingly, ZIMDEF
towards industrialisation.

Hon. Dr Gandawa also impressed on the
central role of the ﬁscus in training and
education; adding that sound investments in
education would yield positive results towards
the development of the country. He
commended parastatals and private entities
which were already funding scholarships
within the higher education sector such as the
National Oil Company of Zimbabwe and
ECONET. He urged other companies to follow
this example. He also added that the success of
the country was a collective effort and as such,
both companies and institutions of higher
learning needed to play their part.
In his presentation on the Transformation of
Universities to anchor Industrialisation and
Modernisation through Research, Innovation,
Technology solutions and Commercialisation,
Dean in the School of Business Science and
Management, Mr Willard Gwarimbo highlighted
the mandate of HIT and the various efforts it has
made towards its achievement. Prof. G. Kabanda,
Pro Vice Chancellor of the Zimbabwe Open
University and Prof. Paul Mapfumo, Chairman of
the University of Zimbabwe Research Board also
gave presentations on their respective mandates
and the efforts towards the modernisation and
industrialisationofthesocietythroughSTEM.

HIT PARTICIPATES IN UNDP/ZFU INITIATIVE

The HIT stand at the Farmers Market Fair held on 19 June at the Zimbabwe Agricultural Show grounds.
The Harare Institute of Technology participated
at the Farmer's Market Fair held on 19 June at the
Exhibition Park in Harare.
The event was jointly held by the UNDP
Livelihoods project, and the Zimbabwe Farmers
Union, (ZFU).
The fair was aimed at promoting linkages across
agricultural value chains, from the input
suppliers, producers (farmers), markets and
consumers.

The Harare Institute of Technology exhibited
products from the Technology Centre which
included the solar driers, egg cabinet incubators
and the award winning Vermi aquaponics project
from Software Engineering Student, Clive
Nyapokoto.
The exhibits from HIT have utility for farmers in
terms of adding value to agricultural produce in
the case of the solar driers, as well as providing
sustainable agricultural solutions through the
vermi aquaponics project.
8

The fair attracted farmers from across six
provinces in Zimbabwe, as well as participants
from across Harare.
In June last year, HIT entered into a collaborative
project with the UNDP and ZFU through the
launch of the Young Farmers Innovation
Lab.The Lab aims at strengthening the
entrepreneurship capacities of young farmers
and brings together young farmers and software
innovators to develop solutions for farmers in the
area of agribusiness.
www.hit.ac.zw
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ALL SET FOR GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING
(GET) 2017
Facilitators from Korea's Handong Global
University and the Harare Institute of
Technology will deliver training on the following
subjects: Entrepreneurship Mindset and Creative
Innovation, Entrepreneurial Finance,
Accounting and International Business,
Business Law, Ethics and Intellectual Property,
Design Thinking, Structured Finance, Global
Development to mention just a few.
Commenting on the forthcoming Global
Entrepreneurship Training (GET) 2017
Southern Africa, Dean in the School of Business
and Management Sciences, Mr Willard
Gwarimbo said participants of this programme
will be equipped with requisite skills which will
facilitate a mindset change; enabling them to
become global entrepreneurs, capable of starting
their own hi-tech enterprises.
The second edition of the Global Entrepreneurship
Training (GET) 2017, Southern Africa is set for
Bulawayo from 10-18 July 2017 at the Zimbabwe
School of Mines under the theme “Opportunistic
EntrepreneurshipforSustainableIndustrialisation”.

The Global Entrepreneurship Training (GET)
programme focuses on poverty alleviation,
inculcating the entrepreneurship mindset among
participants, providing opportunities for creation
of regional ventures and building capacity for
sustainable development.

The GET programme is run by the Harare
Institute of Technology's School of Business and
Management Sciences, in joint collaboration
with the Handong Global University of South
Korea. It is partly funded by the Korean
Government and the United Nations Educational,
ScientiﬁcandCulturalOrganisation (UNESCO).

The entrepreneurship thrust of the GET
programme equips participants with
business design thinking skills to establish
proﬁtable and sustainable enterprises thus
creating wealth and combating poverty.

“HIT, together with its partners is rolling out this
programme in our quest to transform knowledge
into practical and life changing experiences, as
we seek to eradicate poverty from our
communities. " he said.
Government has also commended the Harare
Institute of Technology for playing a
transformative role in society by embracing
opportunities that are availed by the United
Nations' UNESCO-UNITWIN programme to
address issues of poverty eradication,
empowerment and the dignity of people.

MTECH MACHINE DESIGN STAKEHOLDERS CONSULTATIVE
MEETING

Participants during discussions at the stakeholder consultative meeting on the establishment of a two - year MTech degree in Machine Design.
A consultative meeting on the establishment of
a two-year Master of Technology degree in
Machine Design at the Harare Institute of
Technology was held by the Industrial and
Manufacturing Department on 22 June 2017.

Chancellor Dr. M. Chanakira challenged
participants to come up with a programme that
addresses the needs of local industries, while
steering rapid national industrialisation. “This
will be the ﬁrst MTech degree programme to be
offered at HIT and it must also help those who
wish to improve their qualiﬁcations while at
work”, he said.

The objective of the workshop was to institute a
consultative process before the launch of the
degree programme, so as to come up with a
relevant degree programme that will address
the needs of all stakeholders, as well enhance
national industrial development.

Stakeholders from the academia, government,
industry, regulatory bodies and HIT staff
attended the consultative meeting.

In his opening remarks, the Pro-Vice

The two-year Master of Technology degree in
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Machine Design is a postgraduate Industrial
and Manufacturing Engineering course.
Machine Design is the process of engineering
design which includes computer-aided design
and manufacturing. Some of the subjects of
study includes electrical and electronics,
fastening and joining, ﬂuid power, manufacturing,
engineered materials, mechanical engineering, and
motioncontrol.
The duration of the course is two years and the
syllabus comprises four semesters. The course is
very important and valuable as it provides various
job opportunities in the engineering sector.
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FIRST HIT RETIREE JOE MBIRIZA REFLECTS ON HIS
SERVICE AT HIT
Industrial Sciences and Technology and the
School of Engineering Sciences and
Technology.
As for his plans after retirement, Joe says he
doesn't have any big plans. “I want to be able to
do some projects at home like horticulture,
chicken and rabbit breeding. I intend to
become a major supplier of poultry to the HIT
Canteen. I am looking forward to having a
little more ﬂexibility in my schedule. But I am
also looking forward to engaging in
consultation works and projects. The HIT
Library intends to embark on RDA and Koha
projects which are my areas of interest.
Therefore, you may see me back working
with the HIT Library again”, said Mbiriza.

Joe “Shumba” Mbiriza, the ﬁrst HIT Retiree who worked as the Senior Assistant
Librarian for 9 years.

After serving the HIT Library for eight years
as the Senior Assistant Librarian, serving the
information needs of students and the Institute
Schools, Joseph Mbiriza, popularly known as
“Shumba” retired on 16 June 2017, at 65.
Mbiriza joined the Harare Institute of
Technology as an Assistant Librarian in 2009
with wide-ranging professional experience,
since joining the librarianship profession in
1982. Prior to his appointment at HIT, he has
worked for the National Archives, Harare
Polytechnic and University of Zimbabwe.
HIT library has immensely beneﬁtted from
the 35 years of Joe Mbiriza's experience,
making Joe one of the oldest and most
experienced library personnel in Zimbabwe at
the moment.
Joe Mbiriza's major contributions to HIT
Library include training library staff on
Mandarin Oasis' modules of Cataloguing,
Circulation, Inventory, Report Tool and
Group Editor work. He produced
Bibliographic Services policy documents and
procedure manuals for all these modules to
assist staff in their day to day operations. As a
passionate librarian, he will obviously remain
part of the HIT family and is prepared to
continue mentoring the young and upcoming
librarians he raised in the profession.

daily basis sharing the same ofﬁce with him. I
immensely beneﬁtted from his reservoir of
knowledge into me as he wound up his
professional career. He had a unique gist of
exploring, deﬁning and elaborating on library
concepts of cataloguing by relating to day-today occurrences. As the old saying divulges,
surely there is wisdom in grey hairs. Mr
Mbiriza's touch in the library circles will be
greatly missed”, said Macdonald Nhakura.
The Zimbabwe University Library
Consortium (ZULC) has also beneﬁtted
immensely from Mbiriza's professional work.
As a pioneer member of the Bibliographic
Services Unit, Joe facilitated and trained
many ZULC librarians in contemporary
librarianship issues.
Throughout his career, “Shumba” has been
the Bibliographic Services Librarian
(responsible for acquisitions and processing
of library materials and training staff on
Mandarin Oasis Library Management
System). He was also the team leader of
Subject Librarianship at the HIT School of

The HIT Librarian, Mr Jasper
Maenzanise reﬂected on his longstanding
collegial relationship with Shumba and
the positive impact he had in the
Librarian's career.
"Having joined the University of
Zimbabwe in October 1993 as an
Assistant Librarian from the Harare
Polytechnic where I was Lecturer, I was
engaged as a Subject Librarian, ﬁrst for
the Faculty of Arts and Humanities, and
later from the Science Faculty. I was
privileged to work under Shumba's
tutelage and leadership during his time as
the Chief Cataloguer.
One of my responsibilities as a Subject
Librarian was to catalogue and classify
materials, what we used to call "Cat &
Class", for the subject areas I was
entrusted to be the faculty liaison
librarian. There I learnt how to process
library resources and grasped the
intricacies of descriptive cataloguing and
the art of subject identiﬁcation for
purposes of allocating a unique
identifying call number, which is all
meant to assist users to identify "that
needle of relevant information in a
haystack," he said.

Joe is also proud of having mentored most
local university librarians. A mentee,
Macdonald Nhakura gave a tribute to
Mbiriza’s leadership. “ I am proud to mention
that I was one of the few privileged librarians
who brushed shoulders with Mr Mbiriza on a
10
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HIT HOSTS INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA
COMMEMORATIONS

Participants including Indian Ambassador to Zimbawe, HE. Mr R. Masakui and HIT Vice Chancellor Eng. Q.C Kanhukamwe during the
Yoga sessions at HIT.
was part of the participants who engaged in the
in Rusape and Mutare, with other activities
The Harare Institute of Technology and the
yoga sessions. He hailed the solid relationship
lined up for Kwekwe, Bulawayo, Gweru,
Embassy of India in Zimbabwe, jointly hosted
between the Embassy of India in Zimbabwe
Victoria Falls and Borrowdale, Harare.
commemorations to mark the International
and HIT; adding the positive outcomes of the
Day of Yoga at the University campus in
engagement in terms of human intellectual
Indian Ambassador to Zimbabwe, His
Belvedere.
development, and collaborative relationhsips
Excellency, Mr Rungsung Masakui expressed
with institutions of higher education in India.
his appreciation to HIT for being an important
The commemorations were held on
partner to the Indian Embassy and for a solid
Wednesday 14 June and included a yoga
The yoga event was attended by participants
relationship which had ﬂourished through the
session, and a brief history on the genesis and
from the surrounding community in Belvedere
years. He chronicled how the event was
importance of the event. The commemorations
and staff members from HIT.
conceptualized in India and the importance of
are part of a build-up to the main event to be held
yoga
in
promoting
healthy
lifestyles,
a
positive
on 21 June; marking the 3rd International Day
In February, HIT hosted the ITEC day for the
mindset, unity and harmony within the self and
of Yoga established by India's Prime Minister,
Embassy of India.
with others.
Shri Narendira Modi.
The Embassy has so far held successful events

HIT Vice Chancellor, Eng. Q.C. Kanhukamwe

NEW AND IMPROVED SPORTS FACILITIES
Exciting new and improved sports facilities
are under construction on campus over the
last 12 months.
The developments are equally signiﬁcant in
illustrating the University’s commitment to
providing greater opportunities for
recreational sport and physical activity
within the overall student body. The latter is
a key element in ensuring that sport
continues to make a major contribution to
our unique student experience.
New facilities and refurbishments are being
made to existing sports facilities.
A multi-purpose outdoor sports facility
which can be used for athletics, football,
handball and rugby has been refurbished
and this will provide a home ground for the
University’s athletics, football, handball and
rugby teams.

The refurbished multi-purpose outdoor sports ground for athletics, football, handball and rugby.

A basketball, netball and tennis court is also
under construction on campus to cater for
these sports.
The basketball, netball and tennis court under construction.
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